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Hers to Tame
*A Standalone novel* I'm NHL defenseman Lance
Romero, AKA Lance "Romance." I'm notorious for
parties and excess. I have the most penalty minutes
in the league. I get into the most fights. I take the
most hits. I'm a player on and off the ice. I'm the one
women with no inhibitions want. Not because I like
the notoriety, but because I don't know how to be any
other way. I have secrets. Ones I shared with the
wrong person, and she used them against me.
Sometimes she still does. I should cut ties. But she
makes it difficult, because she's the kind of bad I
deserve. At least that's what I believed until someone
from my past gets caught up in my present. She's all
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the good things in this world. She lights up my dark. I
shouldn't want her. But I do. I should leave her alone.
But I won't.

Pucked Off
Does everyone deserve a happy ending? Giselle
Moore has been through a lot in her short life but
things are looking up; her premier art showing in New
York City is on the horizon, she has been reunited
with her family and, most of all, she is deeply in love
with the mysterious Frenchman she met on vacation
in Mexico. There is only one thing that could derail her
happiness and that is her guilt over her forbidden
relationship with Sinclair. After finally confessing their
love for each other, the two decide to travel to Paris,
France where they may begin to discover what it
really means to be together. When a terrible family
accident beckons them back home, the return of a
sinister man from the past, crumbling business deals
and a family that has turned against them tests their
fledgling romance and the very idea that they could
possibly live happily ever after.

Emerge
Daughter of Eve. Leader of the Resistance. Mankind's
savior. Dawn is supposed to be the ultimate weapon
against the bloodthirsty hybrids that control the
desolate planet. But she didn't inherit superhuman
speed or virus-curing blood. She's just a human. The
pursuit to unlock her power lures her into a venomous
trap, where silver eyes seduce, fangs incite pleasure,
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and love and devastation wear the same handsome
face. He's her deepest desire, greatest enemy, and
the key she's been searching for. With humanity
balancing on an arrow's edge, she must win his heart
or destroy it.

Area 51
Fans of the PUCKED and CLIPPED WINGS series will
love this small novella set in both worlds.

Mirage
To make my dream come true I’ll do anything, even
put up with an a$$hole like Leandros Kaplan. Four
years, five tops and I’ll have enough money saved to
stop working and write full time. I know lying to him to
get the job is crazy and stupid. It’s as crazy and
stupid as the requirement for his new assistant to be
married. I’m not married, and I’m not like his past
assistants, the ones who dropped sexual innuendo
daily and then would hand him their underwear when
he asked for reports. I’m a freaking virgin at thirtyone. I swear I never thought I would fall for him, it
doesn’t matter that he’s a gorgeous Greek god
billionaire, he’s also a jerk who takes pride in being
ruthless and cold-blooded. He’s so out of my league
we don’t even play the same game. He’s into dating
double zero models. There’s no way he would ever be
interested in a plus size like me. When he finds out I
lied I’m not surprised he wants his pound of flesh, I’m
surprised he wants it in the form of my flesh, naked
for him. The retribution he demands is me, whenever,
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however, he wants my body. I’ll give it to him,
everything he demands. He doesn’t want my heart or
tears, only I can’t stop giving him both, and it’s slowly
tearing me apart. Can he ever forgive me for lying or
will that one lie be the end of us?

Lessons in Corruption
"You never have to be without me, Laney, never." He
liedmy everything I ever knew, trusted, wantedI am,
in fact, without him. On my own and out of my shell, I
learn new things about life, friendship andmyself. Like
what you've always known may not be what you've
always wanted. Dane Kendrick awakened things
within me that I never knew existed, unraveling and
uncovering the real Laney Jo Walker. I'm a NEW
adultso is my story.

Best Vacation That Never Was
As an NHL player, relationships haven't been my
thing. Shrouded in secrecy and speculation, they
never last very long. But then that's what happens
when you require an NDA before the first date. Until
Charlene. She's like a firefly. She's elusive, and if you
catch her she'll burn bright, but keeping her trapped
dulls her fire and dims her beauty. I caught her. And
as much as I might want to keep her, I'll never put the
lid on her jar. Not at the risk of losing her. So I've let
her set the rules in our relationship. But as long
hidden secrets expose us both, I discover exactly how
fragile Charlene is, and how much I need her. We're
all broken. We're all messed up. Some more than
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others. Me more than most.

The Consequence
In the beginning, it was good That's how I look back
on this time in my life. In my sexual prime, a widow
escaping the mundane, seeking the darker art of
romance. Romance? Ha! It was an obsession, a
compulsion to discover the sensual being hidden for
so many years. I was a fool. I ran rampant with the
fever of sexual discovery, from submission to
Dominance, edge play to slavery, I was willing to try it
all. I would seek out willing participants in debauchery
from online sex sites to chat forums. It didn't matter.
It was safe to play online, to meet in groups of
likeminded people intent on pleasure. Or so I thought.
When drugs and alcohol make the mind blurry and
the hands unsteady, someone could get hurt. When
the highs of pleasure can go no higher, when slavery
and edge play take on dangerous thrills for the
Dominant and frightening scenarios for the
submissive, it is time to safe word out. So, I did. But
no one listened. Now I must live with the
consequences. I must decide to run away or face the
challenge before me. I must discern the truth from
the Lustful Lies.

Pieces of Him
***A standalone novel in The Pucked Series*** Lily
LeBlanc isn't versed in the art of casual sex, but after
seven years in an on-again, off-again relationship,
she's definitely willing to give it a shot. And who
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better to try it with than her best friend's boyfriend's
best friend? What could possibly go wrong? NHL
player, Randy Ballistic, lives up to his last name on
the ice and in the bedroom. His best friend and
teammate has recently given up the puck bunnies
and traded them in for a real girlfriend. And she just
happens to have a seriously feisty, extra-hot best
friend on the rebound. Randy's more than happy to be
Lily's spring board back into the dating scene. But
casual sex is only casual until those pesky things
called emotions get involved. Once that happens,
someone's bound to get pucked over.

Pucked Under
Sofia My life fractured when I was only five years old. I
thought I’d never be whole again, but a boy helped
piece me back together, one day at a time. Nico Conti
became my world—ten years later, he shattered my
heart. He took away the light, so I learned to see in
the dark. Now he’s come back, trying to explain away
his absence and pick up where we left off. He doesn’t
understand everything’s changed. I’m not the same
girl he left behind, but he doesn’t seem to care. He
wants all of me. That’s more than I’m willing to give.
Nico They say you don’t know what you’ve lost until
it’s gone, but that wasn’t true. I knew exactly how
devastating it would be to lose Sofia, and I did it
anyway. I thought our separation would be
permanent, but I’ve suddenly been forced back into
her life. Walking away once was hard enough; I’m not
strong enough to leave her again. Now that I’ve seen
her, tasted her, I have to make her mine. Seven years
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ago, I made the biggest mistake of my life. I plan to
do everything in my power to correct that mistake,
even if it means coming clean about the past. There’s
a chance the secrets I carry will push her further
away, but that’s a risk I’ll have to take. Sofia
Genovese was made for me, and I’m determined to
win her back. **Never Truth is the second book in The
Five Families Series but can be read as a standalone
novel.

Never Truth
“You never have to be without me, Laney, never.” He
lied…my everything I ever knew, trusted, wanted…I
am, in fact, without him. On my own and out of my
shell, I learn new things about life, friendship
and…myself. Like what you've always known may not
be what you've always wanted. Dane Kendrick
awakened things within me that I never knew existed,
unraveling and uncovering the real Laney Jo Walker.
I'm a NEW adult…so is my story.

Translation of Love
I've got 99 problems but money ain't one. Though a
sister with cotton candy for brains, a spatula-wielding
six-year-old niece with a British accent, and the
mysterious businessman who left me that damn ticket
are all currently vying for the top spot. When I
became the sole winner of a $270 million Megaball
jackpot, thanks to a sexy stranger who left a lottery
ticket instead of paying for his meal, my entire world
flipped upside-down. Now, with money-sucking
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vultures, douchebags by the dozens, and a horde of
total hotties just waiting to get their mangy paws on
my newfound fortune, I set out to locate the man who
gifted me the winning ticket--to properly thank him.
However, when I finally find the cocky, self-absorbed
business tycoon, Teague Goodman, I'm not sure
whether I want to slap him or ring his MEGABALLS.

Contractual
Distraction: The great intensity, novelty, or
attractiveness of something other than the object of
attention. Sven is a man who takes pride in his ability
to separate himself from his emotions. He's a man
who knows who he is and where he’s going in life, a
man who needs no one, because needing someone,
anyone, is a weakness. His past taught him love isn’t
enough. Maggie wants the happily ever after, but has
never picked the right men, or stuck around long
enough, to build a forever. It’s always been easier to
get out early, before emotions make things messy.
When Maggie wakes up naked in Sven’s bed, with no
memory of the night before, these two must be
honest about their feelings and face their fears, so
they can build a future together. Will love be enough
for them to get their happy ending together, or will a
threat from outside strike them down before they
ever have a chance? This book contains an over-thetop alpha who knows what he wants. It also contains
sexual situations that may not be suitable for younger
audiences.

Connected
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Gay romantic contemporary

Indestructible Desire
New York Times bestselling author of SHACKING UP
and I FLIPPING LOVE YOU Helena Hunting mixes
humor and heart in this scandal-filled romantic
comedy. HE WANTS TO LOSE CONTROL. Between his
parents’ messed up marriage and his narcissistic
younger brother, Lincoln Moorehead has spent the
majority of his life avoiding his family. After the death
of his father, Lincoln finds himself in the middle of the
drama. To top it all off, he’s been named CEO of
Moorehead Media, much to his brother’s chagrin. But
Lincoln’s bad attitude softens when he meets the nononsense, gorgeous woman who has been given the
task of transforming him from the gruff, wilderness
guy to a suave businessman SHE’S TRYING TO HOLD
IT TOGETHER. Wren Sterling has been working double
time to keep the indiscretions at Moorehead Media at
bay, so when she’s presented with a new contract,
with new responsibilities and additional incentives,
she agrees. Working with the reclusive oldest son of a
ridiculously entitled family is worth the hassle if it
means she’s that much closer to pursuing her own
dreams. What Wren doesn’t expect is to find herself
attracted to him, or for it to be mutual. And she
certainly doesn’t expect to fall for Lincoln. But when a
shocking new Moorehead scandal comes to light,
she’s forced to choose between her own family and
the broody, cynical CEO.

Dirty Work
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Book two of NOLA Knights, the heart-stoppingly sexy
spin-off series by Men of Haven author Rhenna
Morgan As an avtoritet for the most powerful crime
syndicate in New Orleans, Kir Vasilek doesn’t act
without purpose, doesn’t speak without thought and
never, ever loses his cool. The lives of his brothers,
his family, depend on it. But then Cassie McClintock
strolls back into his life, and staying cool is next to
impossible. Cassie was the one who got away—and
Kir is willing to break all his own rules to keep it from
happening ever again. It’s one thing to report on the
Russian mafia; it’s quite another to sleep with one of
them, especially one as dangerous, and as sinfully
sexy, as Kir Vasilek. Even though the information he
once provided helped make her career—and the
memory of his touch still keeps her up at
night—Cassie knows too much about his world to go
down that path. But when Kir reaches out for help
after a rival family comes for one of his own, Cassie
doesn’t want to say no, either to investigating a
gruesome murder or to the heat that pulls her right
back into his arms…and his heart. Taming Kir—and
helping to save the family she’s come to call her
own—is not the story she thought she’d write, but it’s
the one she’s determined will get a happy ending.
Hers to Tame is the highly anticipated follow-up to His
to Defend. And don’t miss Roman’s story in Mine to
Keep, coming soon from Rhenna Morgan and Carina
Press. This book is approximately 85,000 words Oneclick with confidence. This title is part of the Carina
Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
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After the Fall
Randy Ballistic and Lily LeBlanc are head-over-heels,
bed-breakingly, screaming orgasmically in love. But
even they have their challenges, mostly outside of the
bedroom. With the off-season coming to a close and
the boys gearing up for training camp, one more
weekend of fun is the perfect way to welcome the
new season. The entire crew piles into vehicles and
drives to Alex and Violet's Chicago cottage for a few
days of relaxation―and hopefully a chance for Randy
to shake the anxiety that's been plaguing him.
Accidental wardrobe malfunctions, typical Violet
inspired overshares, and a whole lot of private time
round out the perfect weekend getaway. But the
moment they return to the city all of Randy's angst
resurfaces with the arrival of a surprise houseguest.
***A PUCKED Series Sequel featuring the couple most
likely to be found getting it on in a bathroom. PUCKED
UNDER is best read after the standalone novel
PUCKED OVER***

Distraction
Dahlia, weighed down by guilt and grief, must find a
way to overcome her past in order to have a future
with rock star River Wilde, who has come back into
her life. Original. 50,000 first printing.

Pucked Love
Fans of the PUCKED series will love this short book of
deleted scenes and outtakes.
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Forever Pucked
She's mine. That was the first thought that came to
my mind when I held my baby in my arms at
seventeen. I didn't care that my parents had already
promised to give her to a wealthy family. That they
were forcing me to give her away. She was mine. I ran
away from that hospital, from that family, from the
only life I knew. I planned to start over with what little
money I had, determined to make something of
myself despite the odds. Then Logan Tate came
along. Gorgeous and controlling, he claimed he was
trying to help me, and he didn't care that I was just
another teenage pregnancy story. But I don't trust
him. I don't trust anyone. And if Logan knew the real
secrets and lies I was keeping inside, he wouldn't dare
try to shelter me.

Dirty Bad Wrong
After going through a terrifying ordeal, Savannah has
to try and overcome the tragic events that rocked her
soul to the very core. With Kayden by her side,
Savannah tries to piece her life back together. Feeling
betrayed, she finds herself struggling to move on with
her now fragile life. Plagued with nightmares and the
fear that she will once again find herself staring in to
the face of danger, Savannah shuts herself away from
the outside world. In the process, pushing away the
man she loves and her closest friends. Two unlikely
people will come together and prey on Savannah's
weaknesses. Their sole purpose is to break up
Savannah and Kayden, whose relationship is on shaky
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ground. Savannah will experience a new life where
past secrets will be exposed, exes will cause trouble
and lovers from the past will offer comfort. Will
Savannah and Kayden be torn apart for good? Or will
their infinite love for one another be strong enough to
withstand any storm that comes their way?

His on Demand
Life lesson number one If you find the love of your
life, fight for him. Life lesson number two If you're
dumb enough to let the love of your life go, don't let
years pass without trying to get him back. Life lesson
number three If he does come back, don't help him
take over your father's multi-million-dollar
companyeven if your father had it coming. I fell in
love, had it all, and lost it all in the blink of an eye. I
was young, naïve, and not in control of my own life. I
was resigned to the fact that I would never see Sam
again. So when I attended a meeting with the
unknown buyer initiating a hostile takeover of my
father's company, I was stunned and horrified to
come face to face with Sam. Only this wasn't the Sam
that I remembered. Gone was the sweet, romantic,
kind boy I loved, and in his place was a cold, ruthless,
and calculating man. Maybe I was right. Maybe I
would never see my Sam again or would I?

Shelter You
Being engaged to Alex Waters, team captain and the
highest paid NHL player in the league, is awesome.
How could it not be? In addition to being an amazing
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hockey player, he's an incurable romantic with an XL
heart, and an XXL hockey stick in his pants. And he
knows how to use it. Incredibly, orgasmically well.
Alex is the whole package and more. Literally. Like his
package is insane. Total world record holder material.
So it makes complete sense that Violet Hall can't wait
to nail him down to the matrimonial mattress and
become Mrs. Violet Waters. It's so romantic. Violet is
totally stoked to set a date. Eventually. At some point.
Likely before the next millennium. Or when Violet
stops getting hives every time someone brings up the
wedding, and their mothers stop colluding on stadium
sized venues. Whichever comes first. ***Forever
PUCKED is a followup to PUCKED (The Pucked Series
Book 1), while it is not necessary to have read Pucked
Up (Book 2) or Pucked Over (Book 3) it is highly
recommended to that you read Pucked first.***

Hooking Up: A Novel
He was eighteen. The heir to a notorious, criminal MC.
And my student. There was no way I could get
involved. No way I could stay involved. Then, no way I
could get out alive. An MC student/teacher romance.

Searching for Moore
They call him Masque. I call him God. The man I want
to consume me, own me, break me and corrupt me.
Yet I've never seen his face. His body ripples like an
Adonis, sculpted in steel and dripping in sin. His flesh
is inked with the mark of the chimera - one body, two
very different halves. He plays hard. He plays rough.
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He has no limits. He's so fucking dirty bad wrong. But
I love him for it. *** Lydia Marsh is always the strong
one. The girl who never breaks, and sure as hell never
cries. She's got it all - the perfect little life in cosy
suburbia, with her perfectly nice boyfriend, and their
perfectly sufficient sex life. She's even got her perfect
little career plan all wrapped up at Trial Run Software
Group. But when it all falls apart, and Lydia's pretty,
green eyes are fixed on a brutally sexual stranger the man they call Masque - she comes to suspect that
being strong isn't all it's cracked up to be. For now
Lydia wants something she's never wanted before
And she wants Masque to give it to her. **Warning this novel contains graphic sex, and hardcore
elements of BDSM. There are scenes of violence
(consensual) as well as sexual practices some readers
may find offensive. If you aren't turned on by dirty
bad wrong sex then please walk on by. Thank you.**

Megaballs
Bane Naked surfer. Habitual pothead. A con, a liar, a
thief and a fraud. Last I heard, he was extorting the
rich and screwing their wives for a living. Which is
why I'm more than a little surprised to find him at my
threshold, looking for my friendship, my services, and
most puzzling of all-looking humbled. Thing is, I'm on
a boycott. Literally-I cut boys from my life.
Permanently. Problem is, Bane is not a boy, he is all
man, and I'm falling, crashing, drowning in his sweet,
perfect lies.

Moore to Lose
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I was settin' up to live a good life, the kinda life I'd
fought hard to deserve.With a good woman--the best
woman--at my side, a degree under my belt, and the
whole world at my feet, I was livin' the kinda happily
ever after usually denied the rebellious and the
criminal. I'd turned my back on that kinda life, thinkin'
I needed that clean, wholesome kinda happy.Then the
devil came dressed in the wings of an angel and took
someone from me.And I realized I was wrong.There
was no clean and wholesome for a man like me with
poetry in his heart and outlaw in his blood. The life I'd
been livin' was only purgatory, holding me over until
the time came for me to descend into Hell and pick up
the tarnished crown that awaited me.I was
condemning my woman to a life of violence, blood,
and heartache, but I had to hope she'd step up and
finally be the rough and tumble queen to my Fallen
MC king.*After the Fall can be read as a stand-alone
romance, but you first meet the couple in Lessons in
Corruption (The Fallen Men, #1)*

Handle With Care
Sexy entrepreneur Schooner Moore receives the
birthday bombshell of a lifetime - his true love,
college girlfriend Mia Silver, the girl who broke his
heart when she fled without even a goodbye at the
end of their freshman year, has been seen on
Facebook. Feisty New York City advertising agency
owner Mia Silver receives a shocking and unexpected
email a Facebook friend request from first love
Schooner Moore, the guy who decimated her heart
and soul when he committed the ultimate betrayal.
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Now 24 years later, Schooner discovers the truth
behind what drove Mia from him as he tries to once
again win her love. From teens on a southern
California college campus to successful business
owners on opposite coasts, this sweeping saga follows
two lovers whose hearts could never say goodbye.

Bane
I'm the woman your husband thinks about while he's
on top of you at nightAt least, that's how I tell the
girls I hire to think. Being an escort is no easy job, and
being a madame is no easierI'm in the business of
selling fantasies and dreams to million dollar clients,
and if you think what I do is harmful to society, then
think again. (If it wasn't for me, there'd be a lot more
unhappy and unproductive businessmen and a lot
more drug addicted prostitutes in the world)I guard
privacy and secrets with my own life, and I've never
slipped up or got caught, not once.But there's
something about the man I just met, something that
makes me uneasy, especially since he's interested in
meAnd he's offering me a whole lot more than anyone
ever has beforeI'm just not sure if this is a risk worth
taking--if letting him into my life is the right thing, or
if the red flags I'm currently seeing are real or another
mirage

Good Gone Bad
When Beth Michaels high tailed it out of the hole-inthe-road town she grew up in, she only had two goals.
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never set foot in her parent's home again. But when
she receives a heart breaking call from her childhood
best friend, Jen, she has no choice but to turn her '56
Ford pickup back in the direction of Salem, Missouri to
attend a funeral.There's a new local in town when
Beth arrives, and suddenly, it ain't all that easy for
her to remember her rules for dating.#1. Cookiecutter-perfect guys ain't her type.#2. Tie wearin' and
church frequentin' is an automatic dismissal.#3. Most
importantly, never date anyone from small minded,
conservative, Bible-thumping towns like
Salem.Unfortunately, Matthew Wright breaks all her
rules and then some.Matt might be from a small town
and have small town values, but that doesn't mean he
fits into a little slot of Beth's preconceived notions.
After all, ever so often good guys are good. Now if he
could just convince Beth to let go of her past and give
him a chance, he's pretty sure there's a whole lotta
sweet under that prickly exterior. His own Sweet
Contradiction.***THESE BOOKS WERE PREVIOUSLY
PUBLISHED UNDER THE SAME TITLE, AUTHOR PEGGY
MARTINEZ. NEW COVERS. NEW EDITING. SAME SMALL
TOWN ROMANCE.***

Emerge
Millionaire nightclub owner Jake Lawson works hard,
but executive concierge Ainsley Scott is showing him
how to let loose…in the sexiest possible way! I knew I
was in trouble the moment millionaire Jake Lawson
walked through the door of his swanky Tribeca loft.
The definition of tall, dark and handsome, he’s hired
me to take care of his parents’ Irish wolfhound. But
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one game of strip Scrabble later and we’re taking
care of each other all night long… Starting my
concierge business was my way out of the rat race I
ran as a lawyer until it cost me my fiancé. And Jake is
a full-on workaholic, certain his high-end nightclub will
fall apart if he loses focus for a second. We couldn’t
be more different. But the chemistry between us is off
the charts! From drag-queen karaoke to movies at
Hudson River Park, I’m showing Jake how to lighten up
and enjoy everything New York City has to offer. But I
can’t help wondering if blowing each other’s minds in
bed is enough to make up for our different values.
Can Jake step away from his smartphone long enough
to give us a chance? Harlequin DARE publishes sexy
romances featuring powerful alpha heroes and bold,
fearless heroines exploring their deepest fantasies.
Four new Harlequin DARE titles are available each
month, wherever ebooks are sold!

Get Inked
Ellie Brooks has spent the past two years of her life
building barriers around herself that are guaranteed
to keep people out and her demons in. She doesn't
want to get close to anyone for fear of being hurt
again. When she meets Latin superstar Victor Garza,
she is shocked at how quickly he is able to penetrate
her armor. She doesn't want to let him in but can't
deny the chemistry they have. He has the potential to
heal her wounds and open her heart but she isn't sure
she can let him. Will love be enough to keep them
together or will Ellie's past prove to be too much for
the pair to overcome?
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Sweet Contradiction
"If Gossip Girl and Cruel Intentions had a baby, this
book would be it!"Trilina Pucci brings you an
addictive, sexy high school romance, packed with off
the chart chemistry, and raw emotional angst.
Donovan Kennedy is the girl dreams are made of. Five
years ago, she was our best friend. Our moral
compass. The girl that held our hands everywhere we
went. The three of us were young. Innocent. Nothing
could touch us - not even heartache. That was then.
Now she's back. All grown up. With red lips and long
legs - a challenge waiting to be accepted. A prize
that'll turn our world upside down. We never expected
to fall for the girl. She became our sun. Like all things
that burn the brightest, we'll end in an explosion.
Brothers turned to enemies. Friendships decimated.
Lies told.Hearts torn apart. Prep school's never been
so scandalous.This book is a menage romance, and a
nontraditional love triangle written in dual POV.
Materials are meant for 18+.

Dawn of Eve
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Kristen Proby’s
brand new series, five best friends open a hot new
restaurant, but one of them gets much more than she
bargained for when a sexy former rock star walks
through the doors—and into her heart. Seduction is
quickly becoming the hottest new restaurant in
Portland, and Addison Wade is proud to claim 1/5 of
the credit. She’s determined to make it a success and
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can’t think of a better way to bring in new customers
than live music. But when former rock star Jake Keller
swaggers through the doors to apply for the weekend
gig, she knows she’s in trouble. Addie instantly
recognizes him—his posters were plastered all over
her bedroom walls in high school—he’s all bad
boyexactly her type and exactly what she doesn’t
need. Jake Keller walked away from the limelight five
years ago and yearns to return to what’s always
driven him: the music. If he gets to work for a smartmouthed, funny-as-hell bombshell, all the better. But
talking Addie into giving him the job is far easier than
persuading her that he wants more than a romp in
her bed. Just when she begins to drop her walls, Jake’s
past finally catches up with him. Will Addie be torn
apart once again or will Jake be able to convince her
to drown out her doubts and listen to her heart?

Filthy Little Pretties
Continuing the fight for their happily ever after that
began in Searching for Moore, Schooner Moore and
Mia Silver struggle to overcome the ghosts and
baggage they accumulated during their time apart.
Exploring the missing 24 years when they were
separated, Moore to Lose follows Mia's journey from
heartbroken teen to kickass businesswoman to her
emotional reunion with Schooner and the exploration
of the love that was ripped from them. But is their
love really strong enough to overcome the damage of
those missing 24 years or will they continue to be
ripped apart by pasts that can't be changed? This is
Book 2 in the Needing Moore Series trilogy and is not
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to be read as a standalone book. Searching for Moore
is the first book in the series.

Listen To Me
A modern MC romance retelling of Romeo and Juliet
from International Bestseller Giana Darling.

Lustful Lies
An erotic MC romance from International Bestseller
Giana Darling about a good girl and the much older
outlaw biker Prez who seduces her to the dark side.

The Long Way
Amalie Whitfield is the picture of a blushing bride
during her wedding reception–but for all the wrong
reasons. Instead of proclaiming his undying love, her
husband can be heard, by Amalie and their guests,
getting off with someone else. She has every reason
to freak out, and in a moment of insanity, she throws
herself at the first hot-blooded male she sees. But
he’s not interested in becoming her revenge screw.
Mortified and desperate to escape the post-wedding
drama, Amalie decides to go on her honeymoon
alone, only to find the man who rejected her also
heading to the same tiny island for work. But this time
he isn’t holding back. She should know better than to
sleep with someone she knows, but she can’t seem to
resist him. They might agree that what happens on
the island should stay on the island, but neither one
can deny that their attraction is more than just
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physical. Filled with hilariously scandalous situations
and enough sexual chemistry to power an airplane
from New York City to the South Pacific, Hooking Up is
the next standalone, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy
from Helena Hunting, the New York Times bestselling
author of the Pucked series and Shacking Up.

Welcome to the Dark Side
You want the truth? The truth is there'll never be
enough time in the world to figure out how to go
back. I'll never come up with a way to change the
outcome. The truth is I don't need to hear I have a
son. I can't deny it's real because he's the living,
breathing proof my life is out of control. But the truth
is I love him. The truth is it's just him and me for the
foreseeable future Until I met a girl who crossed my
heart and changed it all. Emelia was a bright star in
my abandoned sky, and it would take a miracle to
keep her there. I'll fight for miracles, though, because
losing them would mean losing pieces of me.

Pucked Over
They told me I'd be an escort; they made it sound so
easy. Really I'm just a high priced call girl.
Desperation brought me to this and it led me to him,
my one and only client. Hating him is easy, he
reminds me of my shame. Wanting him is wrong it fills
me with guilt. Loving him is a losing battle yet it's
become everything. A gift and a curse, he consumes
my every thought and I'd rather play my part in his
bed than to spend one day without him.
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